Nanometer-resolution microtubule polymerization assays using optical tweezers and microfabricated barriers.
Microtubule (MT) polymerization dynamics, which are crucial to eukaryotic life and are the target of important anticancer agents, result from the addition and loss of 8-nm-long tubulin-dimer subunits. Addition and loss of one or a few subunits cannot be observed at the spatiotemporal resolution of conventional microscopy, and requires development of approaches with higher resolution. Here we describe an assay in which one end of an MT abuts a barrier, and MT length changes are coupled to the movement of an optically trapped bead, the motion of which is tracked with high resolution. We detail assay execution, including preparation of the experimental chamber and orientation of the MT against the barrier. We describe design requirements for the experimental apparatus and barriers, and preparation of materials including stable, biotinylated MT seeds from which growth is initiated and NeutrAvidin-coated beads. Finally, we discuss advantages of moving the optical trap such that it applies a constant force (force clamping), detection limits, the importance of high temporal resolution, data analysis, and potential sources of experimental artifacts.